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Welcomefrom Alex Tetteh-Lartey. And today we're 
celebrating the art - and craft - of the short story 
in 'ARTS AND AFRICA'. 

SIGNATURE TUNE 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 
A couple of paperbacks have been published in the last 
few months that demand attention. They ' re both 
collections of short stories: one, an international 
collection from nine countries, published by Fontana, 
is simply called "MORE MODERN AFRICAN STORIES". One 
story, "THE FIG TREE", appears in the second book as 
well. And just as its author has changed his name 
to Ngugi Wa Thiong'o, so he now calls the story by its 
Kenyan name 11JVIUGUiv10 11 • This second collection in 
LONGMAN'S AFRICAN wRITERS SERIES is made up entirely 
of Ngugi' short stories, and the volume is called 
"SECRET LIVES". There is no doutt at all that writers 
like Camara Laye, Chinua Achebe and Ngugi himself are 
better known for their novels, their full-l~ngth 
writing. 
For so many readers a short story is light-weight stuff 
- short measure, in fact, not asking, let alone demanding, 
respect. A lack of seriousness perhaps, on the part of 
the author, and certainly they think a lack of application! 
11GIRLS AT WAR" is the Chinua Achebe contribution to the 
"MORE MODERN AFRICAN STORIES" volume but Achebe admits 
that there was a time when he, too, was patronizing 
towards short story writers. In times of war when time 
is short and the urge to write is strong the short story 
becomes an excellent vehicle for pungent comment or 
atmosphere. 
Of course, war and civil strife is only one of the many 
conditions of modern life that can persuade a story
teller to fashion his creation into the ten or twenty 
pages of a short story. And indeed, one stream of 
present day short stories remains faithful to at least 
the themes of oral literature . Here ' s part of the 
opening of "THE BOY WHO WAS WISER THAN HIS FATHER" by 
the Liberian writer Wilton Sankawulo8 
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TAIWO AJAI: 
Reads part of the opening of "The Boy Who Was Wiser 
'i'.'han His Father11from MORE MODERN AFRICAN STORIES, 
Edited by Charles R. Larson, published by Fontana 1975. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 
And naturally, the scene is set for one of those 
struggles of cunning and will-power. The struggle is 
to the death, so what humour there is, is of a macabre 
sort. Not so in a story from South Africa, 
"MY COUSIN AND HIS PICK-UPS" by Mbulelo V. Mzamane. 
Apartheid is there all right - one of the pick-ups is 
a white prostitute - but this comic sketch of a 
profligate makes suwh attitudes farcical, and that's 
certainly a form of criticism. 
By the way, Mzamane's story first appeared in the 
South African magazine "IZWI". It's the magazines 
that provide the printed platform for most short 
stories and as they fail or prosper so do the stories. 
"BLACK ORPHEUS", "TRANSITION", or, more recently, 
"OKIKE", edited by Chinua Achebe have not only given 
short story writers the reward of an audience but have 
increased their reputation by the discernment the 
editor can show in his selection of fiction. In the 
April, 1975, number of "OKIKE", the Somali writer 
Yousuf Duhul conveys city life through the eyes of the 
street-urchin Ahmedo And observing the convention, 
he conveys it and the personality of the boy in 
fourteen pages. If brevity is the soul of wit it 
must surely be the spirit of the short story.. Duhul's 
story is called 11 THE LllST MORNING OF BUTTONNOSE11 and 
here's his description of Ahmed. 

LIONEL NGAKANE: 
Reads 'Last Morning of Buttonnose" from 110KIKE", 
edited by Chinua Achebe . Number 7, April, 1975 U.S.) 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

TAIWO: 

Ahmed gambles, fights the other boys 9. even tries to 
visualise the probable size of Allah; and meets 
extinction of the day of the story. A cheerful elegy 
and cheerfulness is rare in the short story, though a 
de~th at the close is common enough. After all, the 
writer can't afford to waste words and the basi0 
requirements of a beginning, a .middle and an end must 
be observed. Make your effect in the first few lines. 

Reads "Educated People" by William Saidi from "VOICES 
OF. ZAMBIA", Edited by Mufalo Liswaniso~ Published by 
Neczam 1971 Lusakao 

TETTEH-LARTEY : 
The opening of "EDUCATED PEOPLE" by William Saidi 9 and 
it's published in a collection called "VOICES OF 
ZAMBIA". In the short story the writer selects an 
event or character to illustrate a more general truth 
and in a few linAs he must breathe as much life into 
the story as the novelist may do in a chapter. 
Well, in Ngugi 1 s "A MEETING IN THE DARK", John, the 
son of a strict Christian disciplinarian and ready to 
go away to collegef discovers that a girl he has been 
meeting secretly is pregnant. The reader watches 
him founder. 
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LIONEL: Reads ' A Meeting in the Dark' from 11SECRET LIVES" by 
Ngugi Wa Thiong 1 o, published by Heinemann. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

TAIWO: 

A similar sort of confusion, politcal this t ime, is in 
Nuwa Sentongo 1 s 11 THE FARMER'S LETTER". This is to be 
found in MORE MODERN J-,.FRIC:..N STORIES. Sentongo is 
Ugandan but the story could really b~ set anywhere; 
a national leader is enthusiastically mobbed and when he 
collapses, rumour makes an assassination attempt out of 
it. And before the leader recovers an innocent man is 
forced to "confess" and is then sent to "eternal sleep". 
Equally bewildered but more fortunate is the simple 
couple in a story bys. Henry Cordor of Liberia, in the 
same volume. The wife is pregnant and ill but when 
they reach the hospital they find themselves in a 
foreign land. The impersonal staff, the size of the 
building, their separation •••o is the child they take 
home really the one the wife gave birth to? 
The Ghanaian playwright and short- story writer 
Ama Ata Aidoo takes a similar theme but treats it very 
differently. Most of her stories are written in a 
conventional narrative form but once in a while her ear 
for dialogue takes over. One of her most famous 
stories 1 "TFE MESSAGE", describes almost entirely by 
speech, the journey of a bewildered grandmother to an 
equally formidable hospital. The reader is also the 
listener. 

Reads 'The Message' from "NO SWEETNESS HERE" by 
Arna Ata Aidoo,(published by Longmans 1970). 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 
'The Message' and 'The Last Morning of Buttonnose' are 
rare in their humour. The social criticism is there 
under the surface but it's far from being the motive for 
telling the story. Whereas Ngugi Wa Thiong'o uses the 
short story to jab at the top people, the rich men and 
the politicians. The climax of 11A MERCEDES FUNERAL" 
is . wickedly funny at the expense of the political 
candidates but other stories in his c0llection are savage 
without the humour. Arna Ata Aidoo can also criticize 
the authorities keenly. Her weapon is poignancy rather 
than the forcefulness of Ngugi. The cook-steward in 
11 FOR WHOM THINGS DID NOT CHANGE" explains that when the 
boys quarters at the government rest-house were to be 
renovated he'd hoped for a flushing lavatory and electric 
lights. All he gets is a new pail for the old, and a 
lick of paint. 

LIONEL: Reads 'For Whom Things Did Not Change11 from 11 NO SWEETNESS 
HERE". 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 
Brevity, intensity, a strong ending; qualities I'd like 
to think we had in "ARTS AND kFRICA11 • We end our 
programme with poetry and music from the Asora Players. 
Here, too, they are asking why on Independence Day there 
is no bread. 

MUSIC BY THE ASORA PLAYERS. 
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TETTEH-LARTEY: 
Our readers in. this programme have been Taiwo Ajai 
.and Lionel Ngakane and they join me in saying goodbye. 
This' is Alex Tetteh-Lartey inviting you to tune in 
again next w.eek for more of "ARTS 1\ND AFRICA". 

MUSIC BY THE ASORA PLAYERS. 

BROADCASTING RI GHTS: FREE FOR 
USE IN BROADCASTING OUTSIDE 
BRITAIN IN ENGLISH OR IN 
TRANSLATION. 

PUBLICATION RIGHTS: NOT FREE 
FOR USE IN PUBLISHING OUTSIDE 
BRITAIN IN ENGLISH OR IN 
TRANSLATION. 


